The main content of the paper is a presentation of a way of arranging individual light gauge steel shells in the three-dimensional space to obtain a structure whose general shape corresponds to a regular surface called a base surface characterized by any sign of the Gaussian curvature. The way enables us to achieve: a) an integration of the shape and locations of any number of elements of a shaped building object including walls, windows, roof shell stripes by a diversification of their inclination to the vertical direction and a horizontal plane, b) an effective structural work of the shell folds of the deformed sheets producing individual shells, c) an effective arrangement of the stripes passing crosswise the whole structure by means of the base surface, d) an effective cover of the shell strips with the shell sheets. These aims were achieved by means of auxiliary polyhedral compositions whose side and edges are close to planes and straight lines normal to the base surface as accurate as possible at the point chosen initially. In the next stage, the directrices of the stripes are determined on the planes of this controlling structure composed of the above auxiliary compositions. The models of the stripes are fixed on the base of these directrices so that each model would be contained in one controlling composition. The proposed way can be easily extended over more complicated shell structures, including segment shell structure, characterized by a great integration of any number of elements of a building object.
Introduction -Free Shell Structures
Flat sheets are connected one to another by their longitudinal edges to obtain a stripe, which can be easily transformed into shell forms-individual shell, see Fig. 1 . While transforming a freedom of the transversal width increments of the stripe folds is assured, so their transformation is called free deformations [4, 15] . There are three basic free deformations: a) free bend, b) free twist and c) a bend-twist deformation, see Because the shell sheets (shell folds) take diversified positions toward the vertical direction and a horizontal plane, oblique at most, then they experience a mutual influence and, in the end, the mutual displacement of their folds axes along their directions under the influence of their own weight and forces acting during assembling the folds to the shell directrices. Such a displacement of adjacent shell folds is called a cut deformation, see Fig. 3 .a, [1] .Another forced deformation is called a press-stretch deformation, see Fig. 3 .b, which causes a change of the fold width along the directrix direction.
Folds in the same shell may be subject to deformations of various types and values [2, 3] . Therefore, the mutual position of the directrices supporting the same strip may be almost free but the crosswise ends of the shell fold may require oblique cutting in conformity with the directrices directions [1] . The lengths of these shell folds cannot be as big as one likes because of the transport and shell shape changes restrictions [1] . For example, if we want to receive a big degree of the deformation the length may be curtailed. Thus, the stripes should be putted together to obtain a span and attractiveness greater than in the case of an individual shell [4] .
We may join the stripes to obtain the compound shell characterized by very attractive and original shell form whose the Gaussian curvature is of free sign and value in opposition to an individual shell whose form have to be a continue sector of a ruled surface characterized by the non-positive Gaussian curvature [2, 3] .
The main aim of linking many individual shells -stripes is to get a shell structure whose general form is close to geometrical surface being characterized by the positive Gaussian curvature and regular pattern made of either shared edges or flat areas between the segments of the structure, see The easiest form of a building object covered with a strip shell structure can be obtained by locating the directrices and walls on vertical planes parallel to each other [5] , see Fig. 5 . The most attractive shell forms are received by inclining walls including gable walls of a building object to vertical planes obliquely and, next, locating the directrices on the wall planes, Fig. 6 . Additionally, the gable walls may be divided into two symmetrical parts [5] , Fig. 7 . The innovative character of the way rely on integrating the form of a whole building object that is referring the locations and shapes of its directrices to the locations and shapes of its walls and windows having regard to: a) an effective structural work of the deformed folds, b) an effective arrangement of the stripes toward a base surface, c) an effective cover of the shell strips with the deformed sheets.
We can optimize shapes and location of the shell building objects [6] , for example, by minimizing values of the angle measures of the inclination of wall's edges and chosen straight lines normal for the stripe's surfaces.
The Assumptions of the Way
A regular, geometrical surface called a base surface is used to arrange shell stripes in the three dimensional space. In the example presented bellow, this surface is an non-rotational ellipsoid  [11, 13, 14] expressed as: 
where: a = 24000 mm, b = 18000 mm, c = 11000 mm, x, y, z -variables.
To determine the shapes and locations of a shell structure directrices and stripes, lines on  are fixed in planes perpendicular and parallel to the axes of the coordinate system [x, y, z]. The straight lines tangent and normal to  are led through the points of their intersection, Fig. 8 .
The above lines can be used for integrating any number of elements of a building object. This integration is achieved by division of the elevation walls into flat areas included in planes normal to the base surface or in planes approximating these ones. The stripe directrices of the shall structures are also contained in the planes of the walls. The next assumption [8, 9, 18] of the way is to get: a) an effective initial deformations resulting from assembling sheets to the strip diretrices, b) an effective arrangement of the stripes toward a base surface, c) an effective cover of the shell strips with the deformed sheets.
The effective initial deformations of the flat sheets caused by assembling sheets to the strip diretrices consist in assuring a freedom of transversal width increments of each shell fold and a possible small effort [4, 15] of these shell folds so that they have an ability of bearing possible great functional loads.
The effective arrangement of the stripes toward the base surface is relied on exploiting the straight lines and planes normal to this surface to obtain the border lines of the stripes including directices being lain on these planes or located and directed toward these planes [3] .
The effective covering the shell strips with the deformed sheets consists in assuring that the shell sheets after spreading on the shell directrices are going to cover the stripe area possibly tightly as well as their crosswise ends will be possible close to the locations and directions of the directrices [1] . In general, we obtain the ellipse w j as the result of intersection of the base ellipsoid  with a plane parallel to the plane (y, z) of the local coordinate system [x, y , z] of . In the considered example, the mathematic representation of each directrix of a strip created on the base of this ellipsoid [17] in its local coordinate system is as follows:
where:
If we want to obtain the equations of these directrices in the local coordinate system of , then we will use the transformation formula of the local system of the ellipse w j into the local system of  given by: The final system of three parametric equations of the ellipse w j in [x, y , z] are as follows
The Presentation of the Way on the Base of Stripe Structures
With respect to the restrictions referring to the fold shape changes while assembling them to the shell directrices it was decided that the activities provided by the way algorithm have to be devidet into two essential stages.
The first stage is produced by the action leading to creating a polyhedral structure called a controlling structure whose planes separate the individual stripes of the shell structure from each other. The controlling structure delimits crosswise "cells" in the space, in which the strips satisfying the restrictions referring to the shape changes are located. In the second stage the shell stripes are positioned in these "cells" by means of flat directrices being created on the planes of the controlling structure.
To obtain a first stripe -Stripe 1of a shell structure, arranged toward the ellipsoid (1), we have to replace the pairs of adjacent skew lines: (n 0,1 , n 1,1 ), (n 1,1 , n 2,1 ) passing through the points: N 0,1 , N 1,1 and N 1,1 , N 2,1 . The points H w1,1 , H w2,1 are taken on two straight lines n Hw1,1 , n Hw2,1 perpendicular to the pairs (n 0,1 , n 1,1 ), (n 1,1 , n 2,1 ) and intersecting the straight lines of these pairs at points  H w0,1_1,1 , H w1,1_1,1 and H w1,1_2,1 , H w2,1_2,1 , Fig. 10 can be optimized, so that the directions of the straight lines h i,j would be possible close to n i,j normal to the reference ellipsoid (1) . The meaning of the indexes of the symbol H wi-1,j_i,j is as follows. The symbol w means that this element is associated with the arches w j of , and i-1,j means that the point belongs to straight line n i-1,j , and i,j means that this point takes part in determining the point H wi,j .
Faces of the controlling structure is contained in the plane  wi,j (N i-1,j , N i,j , H wi,j ). However, the line of the intersection of the pair of the adjacent planes  wi-1,j ,  wi,j (j = const) passing through the point N i-1,j is a side edge of the controlling structure. We should create all controlling compositions in the analogous way as  1 , Fig. 11 . The coordinate of points N i,j are shown in Tab. 1. The controlling structure  of the strip shell structure is most often built from separated stripes  j of triangles, see Figs. 10, 11. Let us distinguish the points H wi,j , H wi,j_i,j (for i = 0, 1, 2; j = 0, 1), Fig. 11 , whose construction is presented below and coordinates were placed in Tab. 2. In the below example two consecutive normal straight lines {n i-1,j , n i,j } arranged along the curves w j are examined. In addition, the analogical pairs of consecutive normal straight lines arranged along t i will be considered to get segment shell structures but this issue goes beyond the scope of the paper.
Two pairs of the planes  w1,1 ,  w2,1 and  w1,2 ,  w2,2 intersect themselves in the edges h 1,1 , h 1,2 , Fig. 12. The planes  w1,1 ,  w1,2 intersect the plane (x, z) in the edges h 0,1 , h 0,2 . However, the planes  w2,1 ,  w2,2 intersect the plane of the ellipse t 2 in the edges h 2,1 , h 2,2 .
An edge model one of four symmetric pieces of a building object roofed with a stripe shell structure is presented in Fig. 13 . The suitable sections of the edges h 1,1 , h 0,2 , h 2,0 , h 1,2 , h 2,2 of this model are the edges of the walls or the windows of the final object. The planes  wi,j intersect the ellipsoid  in curves being the new directrices different from the ellipses w j . In our example, see Fig. 13 , the directrices of each strip are composed of two symmetrical curves having one shared end making the disturbance of the smoothness of the strip model. In the case of our ellipsoid  this disturbance is not very significant and we decided to put together four congruent parts to get the symmetric model of a stripe shell structure. It is possible to substitute the elliptical directrices of the shell strips by arches or algebraic planar or spatial lines. Particularly, in this last case we get an easy way which lets us keep the smoothness along a whole strip as well as to obtain the directrices being close to the planes  wi,j .
Because the Reichhart's computer program calculating an arrangement of points of assembling the crosswise folds ends to the shell directrces requires accepting mathematic equations of these directrices, then the formulae describing the most general transformation of the planar freely located directrices from their coordinate systems into the local system [x, y, z] of ellipsoid  is going to be presented below. The coordinates of any point of this line in its coordinate system are denoted by x L , y L , z L , but its coordinates in the system [x, y, z] are denoted by x, y, z.
Let us accept that the directrix is a half of the ellipse being represented by
in its local system and we must transformed its equation system into the system is represented by
The edge k r of the intersection of the planes  yz and  L is parallel to the axis y 1 . As the result of the composition of the above transformation formulae the following system of three equations was obtained as
The equation system of the ellipse e in [x, y, z] we can obtain as the result of replacing the coordinates x L , y L , z L in (11) by the right sides of its mathematic formula (5) .
In the case when there exists the plane of symmetry of the gable wall and this plane is 
Conclusions
The way enables us to arrange effectively the shell stripes of the free deformed flat folded sheets in the three-dimensional space in conformity with geometrical properties of a regular surface. There are used straight lines and planes normal to this base surface to obtain the surface areas of the strips close to the surface areas distinguished on the base surface -an effective arrangement of the strips. However, it requires accepting appropriate volumes of the overall dimensions of this base surface and the mutual positions of these areas in the directions of these normal straight lines and planes.
In spite of the deformation restrictions of the folded sheets referring to their space shapes close to ruled surfaces characterized by non-positive Gaussian curvature, the way makes possible to arrange the strips so that their general forms would be similar to geometrical surfaces of any sign of the Gaussian curvature. Many compound building shells can be shaped on the base of such created shell structures with various reference surfaces and effective control structures.
Great diversity of the stripe structures can be achieved by diversifying their controlling structure shapes and the mutual positions and curvatures of the stripe directrices contained in the planes of the controlling structures.
Diversified locations and shapes of the stripes as well as a division and mutual displacement of the directrices of the adjacent strips to get a discontinuous shell structure may increase the visual attractiveness of the whole building object. Therefore, the author hopes, there is a need of an integration of walls, windows and shell strips of roof in shapes and positions to obtain attractive and original, innovative compound shall forms and, next, architectural forms of buildings.
It is possible to obtain a further increase of the integration of the general form of the building object by dividing of the stripes into shell segments to get their effective arrangement toward a base surface but such an action requires a compound operative research process whose description goes beyond the paper scope.
